Yields Go Higher
Nutrient Costs Go Lower

Producer Driven
Meets Environmental Standards

........Nominal 5% to 10% Yield increases with Exactrix NH3...
Right to the Bottom Line.....$20 to $30 per acre in Wheat.
30% to 50% reduction of NH3 setting new standards for N.

Uniform 1% CV port to port delivery with liquid NH3. No sinusoidal flow...with nitrogen stabilization.

Advanced seed row geometry allows turning and nutrient uptake at emergence. Ideal shank application with Atom Jet and paired row Flexicoil Stealth openers. Also approved with Farmland and Bourgault low draft openers.

Breaks yield barriers in cereal grains and canola... less N at lower cost/bu. TAPPS formulation drives P and S efficiency. Better proteins, better oil content, better margins with process management.

Weighs liquid NH3 as it is applied...No guessing from field to field. High speed application with No-Tillage with single disc tool bars.

1-800-929-9289, www.exactrix.com
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